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I

Concerning the institution of establishing palaces in

ancient China, the reference book Chu Xue Ji 初学记

(Records on the Beginning of Learning) compiled in the

Tang period states compendiously and exactly that “From

ancient times to the present, pavilion names sometimes

continued to be used and sometimes were changed,

except for the ‘Taiji’ of the Wei period that has remained

the name of the main pavilion since the Jin period.” It is

important that the name of Taijidian 太极殿, the main

pavilion first built in the imperial palace in the Wei

Dynasty of the 230s, was constantly inherited by later

successive dynasties without change for a long time.

According to San Guo Zhi 三国志(Records on the

Three Kingdoms), after the death of Zhuge Liang 诸葛

亮, Premier of the Shu Kingdom, in the second year of

Qinglong 青龙 reign (AD 234), as the military danger to

the Wei Dynasty had been removed, Cao Rui曹睿, the

Wei emperor Mingdi明帝, launched an immense build-

ing project in the capital Luoyang 洛阳 (present-day

Luoyang, Henan 河南 Province) in the third year of

Qinglong reign so as to show the peacefulness and

tranquility of the country. The works included the con-

struction of the Taijidian Pavilion, Zhaoyangdian 昭阳

殿 Pavilion (behind Taijidian) and Zongzhangguan 总

章馆 Hall, and the extension and repairs of the

Fanglinyuan 芳林园 (later renamed Hualinyuan 华林

园) and other palaces.

As the main pavilion in the palace, Taijidian was the

place for the new emperor’s coming to the throne. For

example, following the emperor Mingdi’s son Cao Fang

曹芳, Cao Mao曹髦 and Cao Huan曹奂 throned there

in the sixth year of Jiaping 嘉平(254) and fifth year of

Ganlu 甘露 (260) respectively. Cao Mao’s audience

with the empress dowager, as recorded in the San Guo

Zhi, in the East Hall of Taijidian indicates that by then the

auxiliary East and West halls had long existed at that

pavilion.

In the first year of Taishi 泰始 (265), Sima Yan 司

马炎, Jin Emperor Wudi 武帝, accepted the rule abdi-

cated by his predecessor and came to the throne in

Luoyang, in the Taijidian Pavilion, the continuation of

original Taijidian of Wei Dynasty. In the fourth year of

Jin Emperor Huaidi’s Yongjia 永嘉 reign (310), when

the tremendous “Yongjia upheaval” broke out, the pal-

aces in Luoyang were destroyed, and the Taijidian

Pavilion, of courses, did not escape the catastrophe.

In the first year of Jianwu建武 (317), Sima Rui 司

马睿, Jin Emperor Yuandi 元帝, moved his capital

southward and throned in Jiankang 建康 (present-day

Nanjing南京, Jiangsu 江苏 Province), and the dynasty

from then on is called Eastern Jin in historical documents.

According to the Jin Shu晋书(History of the Jin), there

was already Taijidian in the palace of Jiankang in Jin

Emperor Yuandi’s reign. In the third year of Taiyuan泰

元 reign (378), Jin Emperor Xiaowudi 孝武帝 con-

structed a new palace, with the main pavilion Taijidian

made majestic, measuring eight zhang in height, 27

zhang in length and 10 zhang in width (the then zhang
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Emperor Xiaowendi sent Jiang Shaoyou 蒋少游, the

official in charge of construction engineering, to Jiankang

to investigate the palace architecture of Qi Dynasty with

Taijidian as the center. After Jiang’s return, in the follow-

ing year (492), the main pavilion Taijidian newly built in

the palace of Pingcheng was completed. The Shui Jing

Zhu 水经注(Commentary of the Waterways Classic)

records that “in the 16th year of Taihe reign, the

Taihuadian太华殿 and Anchangdian安昌殿 pavilions

were dismantled and the Taijidian Pavilion was built

along with its East and West halls,” which evidences that

the Taijidian Pavilion in Pingcheng was an imitation of

that in Jiankang.

In the 18th year of Taihe reign (494), Wei Emperor

Xiaowendi moved his capital from Pingcheng to Luoyang,

and the Wei Shu 魏书(History of the Wei) began to

record the Taijidian Pavilion in Luoyang from the item

of the second year of Emperor Xuanwudi’s Jingming 景

明 reign (501). In the third year of Emperor Xiaowudi’s

Yongxi 永熙 reign (528), the palace in Luoyang was

destroyed in the flames of war stirred up by the Hou Jing

rebellion, and the Taijidian Pavilion there became a

stretch of ruins. In the first year of Tianping 天平 reign

(534), the Emperor Xiaojingdi 孝静帝 moved his capital

to Ye 邺 (present-day Linzhang 临漳, Hebei 河北

Province), and the dynasty from then on is called Eastern

Wei in annals. It is recorded that the main pavilion in the

palace of Ye City was still named Taijidian and had the

East and West halls, as well as the Zhaoyangdian Pavil-

ion in the rear part of the whole complex.

In the second year of Kaihuang 开皇 reign (582),

Sui Emperor Wendi文帝 began to build the new, mag-

nificent and neatly laid capital called Daxing 大兴

(present-day Xi’an 西安, Shaanxi 陕西 Province). Its

palace-city was located in the middle of the north, and the

main pavilion was called Daxingdian. It can be believed

that this building functioned like Taijidian in the palaces

of previous times, though there were no eastern and

western halls.

After the founding of the Tang Dynasty, Daxing

remained the capital of the empire but was renamed

Chang’an 长安. The pavilions in the palace-city of

Chang’an were the continuations of the corresponding

buildings in the Sui period, but the original names were

largely changed. In the first year of Wude 武德 (618), the

first Tang emperor Gaozu 高祖 changed the name of the

Sui period Daxingdian Pavilion to “Taijidian.” In the

fifth year of Zhenguan 贞观 reign (631), Tang Emperor

Taizong太宗 gave the new name “ Liangyidian 两仪殿”

was approximately equal to present-day 2.5 m).

In the first year of Yongchu 永初 reign (420), Liu

Yu 刘裕, Song Emperor Wudi 武帝, came to the throne

by accepting the abdicated rule in Taijidian. In the first

year of Jianyuan 建元 reign (479), Xiao Daocheng 萧道

成, Qi Emperor Gaodi 高帝, did the same in that pavilion.

According to the Tongjian Zan Xu 铜剑赞序 (Preface to

the Ode to Bronze Swords) by the litterateur Jiang Yan

江淹, at that time there were two large bronze bells in

front of Taijidian in the palace of Jiankang.

In the first year of Tianjian 天建 reign (502), Xiao

Yan 萧衍, Liang Emperor Wudi 武帝, also throned as an

acceptor of the abdicated rule in Taijidian. Eleven years

later (513), he built a new Taijidian with a width of 13

bays to correspond with an intercalation. It can be in-

ferred that the successive buildings of preceding Taijidian

must all have had 11 bays in width.

The Liang Shu 梁书 (History of the Liang) says that

the Taijidian Pavilion and the auxiliary East and West

halls were destroyed by flames of war in the suppression

of the rebellion the surrendered general Hou Jing 侯景

launched in the second year of Taiqing 太清 reign (548).

Chen Baxian 陈霸先, Chen Emperor Wudi 武帝

accepting the abdicated throne in the second year of

Yongding永定reign (558), rebuilt the pavilion, which,

following the buildings of former periods, was added

with two halls in the east and west respectively. The

Chen Shu 陈书(History of the Chen) records that “The

emperor gave audiences to envoys from foreign coun-

tries in the East Hall of Taijidian” in the first moon of the

second year of Taiping 太平 reign (557), which indi-

cates that, apart from banqueting officials, the East Hall

functioned as a place for the emperor to accord reception

to foreign missions.

From the early fourth to the mid fifth centuries,

China saw the so-called “Sixteen Kingdoms period.”

There were no pavilions named “ Taijidian” in the

capitals of minority nationalities’ chiefs in the Yellow

River valley and North China, including Pingcheng 平

城 (present-day Datong 大同, Shanxi 山西 Province),

the capital constructed by the Northern Wei Dynasty of

the Toba clan of the Xianbei ethnic group.

In the 14th year of Taihe 太和 reign (490), Northern

Wei Emperor Xiaowendi 孝文帝 came to the throne and

began to intensify reform and sinicization. The rebuild-

ing of the capital and palaces was an important part of the

sinicizing policy, while the construction of the main

pavilion Taijidian was the key of the rebuilding. Accord-

ing to historical records, in the 15th year of Taihe reign,
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to the Zhonghuadian 中华殿 Pavilion built behind the

Daxingdian Pavilion in the Sui period. The Yi: “Xi Ci,

Shang” 易·系辞上 (Book of Changes: Chapter “Linked

Words, Part I” ) says: “All changes come from taiji 太极

primitive nebulous substance. It produces two kinds of yi

仪: the yin negative and the yang positive. These bring

about four xiang 象 seasons. As a result, there came

about eight gua 卦natural phenomena, namely the sky,

the earth, wind, thunder, water, fire, mountains, and

water areas.”The Tang Dynasty renamed the main pavil-

ion of the palace“Taijidian,”and altered the old institu-

tion of giving the name “Zhaoyangdian” to the pavilion

behind Taijidian by replacing it with the new name

“Liangyidian” (liangyi, i.e. two kinds of yi). This

gave greater prominence to the meaning of the name

“ Taijidian,” emphasized the importance of the pavilion

in philosophic conception, and widened its influence.

II

In December 2002, I was invited to the academic sympo-

sium “Urban Morphology and the History of Civiliza-

tion in East Asia” held in Kyoto City, Japan. At the

meeting the Japanese scholar presiding a discussion

asked me a question, whose principal points are as

follows: There was the main pavilion called “Taijidian”

in the imperial palace of ancient China, which was well

known to many foreign countries, especially those in

East Asia. But why did the royal palaces of Koguryo,

Paekche and Silla have no pavilions named after the

Chinese main pavilion whereas Japan alone give this

name to such buildings in the palaces of their capitals

starting at the latest from Fujiwarakyo (present-day Nara

Prefecture) of the late seventh century through Heijokyo

(present-day Nara Prefecture) of the eighth century down

to Heiankyo (present-day Kyoto City) of the ninth cen-

tury and after?

I answered the question right away: From the Wei

period in the third century, the main pavilion in the

imperial palace of successive Chinese dynasties was

called “Taijidian,” which had not changed down to the

Tang period starting from the seventh century. In the

Koguryo, Paekche and Silla kingdoms, Chinese institu-

tions and culture were upheld to different extents. But

even if the “Taijidian” (Taegukjeon in Korean) was

deeply admired in these kingdoms, by legal principle

they could not adopt this name to the palaces of their own

because they were protectorates of China according to

the titles their rulers accepted from the Chinese emperor.

In Japan, the Tang style was upheld to the largest extent,

and sinicization reached the greatest depth. Especially

from the seventh century onward, the Japanese court

insisted on “diplomacy on an equal basis,” and their ruler

had not been under the titling by China’s emperor. So

they might name their main pavilion after the Taijidian

Pavilion (Daigokuden 大极殿 in Japanese) of China.

From the earlier third to the middle fourth century,

Koguryo’s struggle with China led to the loss of its own

national power. In the earlier fifth century, from his

throning, King Changsuwang sent his envoys to the

Eastern Jin and then presented tribute to the Northern

Wei so as to establish and maintain friendly relations.

After succession to the throne, his grandson King

Munjawang also sent missions to Pingcheng many times.

These envoys possibly had chances to see the newly built

Taijidian in the palace of the capital. From the Northern

Wei Emperor Xiaowendi’s southward moving, Koguryo

envoys were sent to Luoyang instead. The Wei Shu

contains the record that a Koguryo mission with tribute

came to the Chinese court in the first year of Zhengshi 正

始 (504); and the Korean annals Samguksaki 三国史记

(Historical Records on the Three Kingdoms) says that in

the 13th year of King Munjawang’s reign (504), the

Koguryo envoy Yesilbul was granted an audience by

Northern Wei Emperor Xuanwudi in the East Hall.

Obviously, this building was just the East Hall of the

Taijidian Pavilion in Luoyang.

Koguryo pursued the so-called “double-sided for-

eign policy.” It sent constantly its missions to the North-

ern Wei and Eastern Wei of the Northern Dynasties, and

at the same time dispatched its envoys to present tribute

to the Song, Qi, Liang and Chen of the Southern Dynasties.

So these envoys must have had many chances to enter the

Taijidian Pavilion in the palace of Jiankang, South China.

The Sui Shu 隋书(History of the Sui) records that in

the fourth moon of the fourth Kaihuang 开皇 year (584),

Sui Emperor Wendi granted a banquet to Koguryo and

other foreign envoys in the Daxingdian Pavilion.

Correspondingly, the Samguksaki says that in the fourth

moon of the 26th year of Koguryo King Pyongwonwang’s

reign, the Sui Emperor Wendi banqueted Koguryo en-

voys in Daxingdian. This further suggests that, as Koguryo

sent its missions to Chinese dynasties frequently, its

envoys were very likely to have been in the Taijidian

Pavilion of different dynasties’ palaces in various capi-

tals that was roughly equal in rank to the Daxingdian

Pavilion of the Sui Dynasty.

According to the Jin Shu and Samguksaki, the Paekche

King Kunchogowang sent envoys with tribute to the
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Eastern Jin in the year corresponding to the first year of

Eastern Jin Emperor’s Xian’an reign (371). Later, suffer-

ing from the northern neighbor Koguryo’s frequent

aggressions, the king Kaerowang sent a mission to

Pingcheng to submit a request for help. However, the

Northern Wei court refused its request, so Paekche

strengthened its determination to establish friendly rela-

tions with the Southern Dynasties. In short, during the

long Eastern Jin and Southern Dynasties period, the

Paekche envoys that came to Jiankang batch after batch

and presented tribute to the Chinese court were very

possibly granted audiences in the main pavilion Taijidian

of the palace.

As recorded in annals, from the fifth century onward,

the emperors of Chinese dynasties invested the kings of

Koguryo and Paekche with titles varying in rank, such as

General or Great General. Therefore, despite the friendly,

close relationship of Koguryo and Paekche with China,

the rulers of the two kingdoms as officials titled by the

Chinese emperor, of course, should not accept the name

“Taijidian”(Taegukjeon 太极殿 in Korean) of the main

pavilion in the Chinese imperial palace to their own

palaces.

As early as the early 380s, Silla sent envoys and

presented tribute to the Former Qin Dynasty of China.

After the Feishui 淝水 War, the Former Qin collapsed,

and Silla secluded itself in the southeastern Korean

Peninsula, suspending its relations with China. In the

early sixth century Silla sent its missions to Luoyang and

presented tribute to the Northern Wei, but the latter paid

it no attention. So its king Pophungwang changed to

sending envoys to the Liang Dynasty in South China.

With its national power getting stronger and stronger,

Silla came to keep abreast of Koguryo and Paekche, and

established friendly relations with the Chen Dynasty, the

successor of the Liang, by sending missions and present-

ing tribute to the court in Jiankang many times.

After Sui Emperor’s unification of all China, Silla,

following Koguryo and Paekche, turned to the Sui

Dynasty, sending its envoys to Daxing and accepting the

Sui court’s titling. Starting from the 18th year of Kaihuang

reign (588), the Sui Dynasty launched a series of military

expeditions against Koguryo. This was carried on by the

Tang Dynasty, which used military forces against Paekche

simultaneously. As a result, Paekche and Koguryo were

destroyed after each other in the 660s, while Silla fight-

ing with the Tang, taking advantage of the occasion,

unified the Korean Peninsula. The kingdom thereafter is

called Tongil Silla in academic circles. According to

annals, from the middle seventh century onward, Silla

used Tang-style dress and Tang Dynasty reign titles for

a long time, and its capital Kyongju was rapidly rebuilt

in imitation of Tang Chang’an City.

However, consulting every page of the Korean an-

nals Samguksaki and Samgukyusa 三国遗事(Events in

the Three Kingdoms), we read of only“Chowonjeon”,

“Fangmujeon”,“Imhae jeon”,“sungrye jeon”,

“Fyonguijeon”, “Tongryejeon”, “Naehwangjeon”and

other pavilions in the palace of the capital Kyongju from

the seventh to the 10th centuries, but absolutely no

“Taegukjeon”(Taijidian in Chinese) anywhere. This was

owing to the fact that Silla was a protectorate of Tang

China, so, although using Tang-style dress and Tang

Dynasty reign-titles year, by legal principle, of course, it

should not adopt the name of the main pavilion in the

Tang imperial palace to the palace of its own.

III

As mentioned above, in the third year of Qinglong reign

(235), Wei Emperor Mingdi 明帝 began to build the

Taijidian Pavilion in the palace within Luoyang, herald-

ing the institute of building Taijidian as the main pavilion

in the palace of Chinese dynasties. In the second Jingchu

year (238), the Wei Dynasty dispatched troops on a

punitive expedition against the separatist Gongsun re-

gime in the Liaodong 辽宁 region and destroyed it, and

recovered Lelang乐浪 and Daifang带方 prefectures in

the Korean Peninsula. Sensitive to the international

situation in East Asia, the Wo queen Himiko soon in the

third year of Jingchu sent a mission to Luoyang and

presented tribute to the Chinese court. The San Guo Zhi

records that the Wei Dynasty paid great attention to the

Wo Kingdom’s action and issued a special decree in the

emperor’s name on this occasion. The document con-

tains mainly three points: First, to invest Himiko with the

title “Pro-Wei Queen of Wo”and grant her a gold seal.

Second, to invest the chief ambassador and his assistant

with the positions of General and Xiaoyu Vice-general

respectively, and grant them silver seals. Third, to grant

them various silk and woolen textiles, gold, swords,

mirrors and other precious articles in great quantities.

The courteous reception and generous gifts from China

suggest that the mission headed by Nanshoumai was

very likely to have an audience with the Wei Emperor

Shaodi 少帝 (Cao Fang) in the main pavilion Taijidian

of the imperial palace in Luoyang shortly after the

completion of this majestic building.

According to the Jin Shu and Song Shu 宋书(History
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of the Song), from the ninth year of the Jin emperor

Andi’s Yixi 义熙 reign (413) to the second year of the

Song Emperor Shundi’s Shenming 神明 reign (478), the

Wo kings San, Chin, Sei, Kou and Bu sent successively

their missions with tribute to Jiankang altogether as

many as ten times. The envoys were highly likely to be

granted audiences and banquets in the Taijidian Pavilion

of the palace in Jiankang. As the Chinese emperor

invested the Wo ruler with a title that in rank was always

lower than those of the Koguryo and Paekche kings, in

the late 470s, the Wo king Bu was determined to pursue

the policy of breaking off the relations with China. From

then on, successive royal courts implemented this prin-

ciple as long as above 120 years.

In the third year of Sui Emperor Yangdi’s Daye 大业

reign (607), the Wo Kingdom sent Onono Imoko as

ambassador to China for establishing friendly relations.

As recorded in the Sui Shu, his credentials contain such

wording as“the Son of Heaven in the sunrise region

writes the letter to the Son of Heaven in the sunset

region.”It reflects to the full that after King Bu’s break-

ing off their relations with China for their dissatisfaction

of the latter’s unfair titling, the Wo kingdom came to

adopt the policy of“diplomacy on an equal basis.”It

insisted on equality between the Chinese emperor and

the Wo king and refused China’s titling. Meanwhile,

they actively sent their literate students and monks to

China to learn Chinese institutions and culture. Those

lived in China for a long time and well outstayed the

founding of the Tang Dynasty, the successor of the Sui

regime. They learnt to their heart’s content for servicing

their motherland and gained great knowledge in Tang

China that was becoming more and more prosperous

with various canons and classics available for their study

and increasingly perfected legal institutions ready for

their reference.

Following the preceding embassy to the Sui court, in

the second year of the king Jomei’s reign (631), the Wo

kingdom sent its first Kentoshi Tang-visiting mission to

Chang’an City. The mission was under the leadership of

Ambassador Inukamino Mitasuki, the former chief en-

voy to the Sui Dynasty, and his assistant Kusushino

Enichi, a former student studying in Sui China. The

relevant records in the two Tang Shu 唐书 (History of the

Tang) suggest that Tang Emperor Taizong 太宗 granted

the Wo mission a cordial audience and especially did not

impose any titles on their ruler. Thus the Wo Kingdom’s

“diplomacy on an equal basis”came to be long imple-

mented in the Tang period as a convention.

As the main pavilion of the palace in Tang Chang’an

City, Taijidian was the place where the emperor con-

ducted court administration on every first and 15th days

of the moon. It can be inferred that the Wo mission

headed by Inukamino Mitasuhi was admitted in audi-

ence with Tang Emperor Taizong in the Taijidian Pavilion.

Obviously that was the source of the Wo Kingdom

adopting the name “Daigokuden”(Taijidian 太极殿 in

Chinese) to the main pavilion of its palace. It stands to

reason that in the Nihonshoki 日本书纪，“Daigokuden”

first occurs as the name of a pavilion of Asukano

Itabukinomiya in the fourth year of the queen Kogyoku’s

reign (645).

In the early 670s, the Wo Kingdom was renamed

“Japan.”At that time “Daigokuden”was also used to

name the main pavilion of Asukano Kiyomiharanomiya

Palace newly built by the emperor Tenmu. Especially

Fujiwarakyo City completed in the eighth year of the

empress Jito’s reign (694) was the first regular Japanese

capital that imitated Tang China’s capitals Chang’an and

Luoyang in layout and form, and “Daigokuden”be-

came again the name of the main pavilion of the palace

in this Japanese capital.

In the first year of Emperor Monmu’s Taiho reign

(701), Japan sent out its seventh Kentoshi headed by

Awatano Mahito. The mission arrived in Tang Chang’an

City before the tenth moon of the next year. As early as

the 660s, the Tang emperor moved his residence from the

Taijigong Palace with Taijidian as the main pavilion to

the newly built Daminggong 大明宫 Palace. In the third

year of Chang’an (703), Empress Wu Zetian 武则天

banqueted Awatano Mahito in Daminggong and granted

him an official position. The high-rank courteous recep-

tion must have included the conventional invitation of

Awatano Mahito to the New Year Day court congratula-

tion held in Hanyuandian 含元殿, the main pavilion of

Daminggong, in the first moon of the third year of

Chang’an reign. His return to Japan helped to bring about

the construction of the new capital Heiankyo, which was

completed in the third year of Empress Genmei’s Wado

reign (710).

The main pavilion of the palace in Heijokyo was

repeatedly recorded as“Daigokuden”in the

Shokunihonki 续日本纪. Excavation evidences that it

was built on a massive platform 2.2 m high, with a left

and a right ascending ramps added to the front edge. This

platform can be undoubtedly identified as“Ryubidan”

(Dragon-tail Platform). In the Tang Empire, the magnifi-

cent Hanyuandian Pavilion in Daminggong Palace fea-
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tured a great height of its foundations and the presence of

two“dragon-tail roads,” the long steps in bent flights

that flanked the platform in front and extended along the

Qifengge 栖凤阁 and Xiangluange 翔鸾阁 towers

respectively. Evidently, the Daigokuden Pavilion of the

palace in the Japanese capital Heijokyo was a combina-

tion of the traditional name of the Taijidian in Tang

Chang’an City and the newly-created form of the

Hanyuandian Pavilion.

In the 13th year of Emperor Kanmu’s Enryaku reign

(794), the Japanese capital was moved to Heiankyo, and a

new Daigokuden Pavilion was soon completed in the palace

of the city in the next year. According to ancient drawings

made in the 13th–14th centuries, this pavilion was also built

on a large platform measuring about 2 m in height and called

“Ryubidan” (Dragon-tail Platform). Consulting Japanese

annals such as the Nihonkoki 日本後纪，Shokunihonkoki

续日本後纪 and Nihonmontokutennojitsuroku 日本文

德天皇 , we read of the fact that the “Ryubidan”

in Daigokuden was also called“Ryubido”(Dragon-tail

Road), exactly the same as the name “Dragon-tail

Road”in the Hanyuandian Pavilion of Daminggong

Palace, Tang Chang’an City. From there we see what a

great extent it reached that Japan followed the example

of Tang China in the institution of the imperial palace.
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